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Objective: Significant reductions in state anxiety following bouts of aerobic exercise have been consistently noted, whereas changes are generally absent after acute resistance training. However, the influence of a single exercise session involving both modes on state anxiety has not been examined.

Methods: To address this, state anxiety responses to 60 minutes of cross training were examined in 16 collegiate athletes (12 women, four men). Each subject completed two cross training exercise sessions (30 minutes of resistance training, 30 minutes of bicycle ergometry) in which the order of the exercises was reversed, with a minimum of one week between sessions. Each exercise mode was completed at about 70% of maximum. State anxiety (SAI-Y1) was assessed five minutes before, and 0, 10, and 60 minutes after exercise.

Results: Repeated measures analysis of variance showed a significant (p<0.05) main effect for time. However, the main effect for order and the order by time interaction were not significant. Post hoc analysis showed that state anxiety was reduced (p<0.05) from baseline (mean (SD) = 34.8 (7.9)) at 10 minutes (32.1 (7.5)) and 60 minutes (30.4 (5.9)) after exercise, but not at 0 minutes (33.8 (6.9)).

Conclusions: The results indicate that combined sessions of aerobic and resistance exercise are associated with reductions in state anxiety, and that the order in which the exercise is completed does not influence this response.

Research indicates that physical exercise is associated with improvements in aspects of mental health. In the case of acute bouts of aerobic exercise completed at intensities prescribed for cardiovascular enhancement, state anxiety reductions last for two to four hours after the cessation of activity. These anxiety reductions have also been shown to be greater than control or placebo interventions. Compared with the large body of research on acute aerobic exercise, relatively few studies have involved resistance training. The findings of this work indicate that acute bouts of resistance training either do not result in reduced state anxiety, or result in reductions that are delayed for anywhere from 30 minutes up to 120 minutes after the cessation of exercise. Hale and Raglin observed reductions in state anxiety after resistance training in persons with average or above average baseline values of state anxiety, but not in persons with baseline values that fell one standard deviation below the published norms. Hence, with some exceptions, it appears that acute aerobic exercise is more effective in reducing state anxiety than resistance training.

Research has been conducted to investigate the influence of exercise sessions that combine aerobic and resistance activity—that is, cross training—on physiological variables such as VO2max, insulin resistance, and blood hormone levels, but the psychological influences of this form of exercise have not been investigated. Given the apparent differences in the state anxiety responses to aerobic and resistance exercise, it would be worth examining the psychological responses to single exercise sessions that incorporate both modes, a form of exercise commonly referred to as cross training. This is particularly relevant because it is increasingly common in fitness programming to incorporate both modes of exercise such as cross conditioning or sport training into single exercise sessions to enhance overall fitness or for injury rehabilitation. In addition, on the basis of previous studies that have investigated the anxiolytic effect of a single mode of exercise, the order of exercise completion was investigated to determine if the resistance training mitigates or prevents a state anxiety reduction from being observed.

Hence, the purpose of this investigation was to examine the consequences of a cross training session of moderately vigorous resistance training and aerobic exercise sessions on anxiety. Measurements were conducted to determine if state anxiety responses were altered during the course of participation in combined sessions of exercise. In addition, the potential impact of order of the completion of exercise modes was assessed.

Materials and methods

Participants

Potential participants were solicited from intercollegiate athletic teams currently engaged in off season conditioning at Indiana University. This group was targeted because of their experience with both exercise modes. A total of 16 collegiate athletes (12 women, four men) took part in and completed all phases of the study (mean (SD) age 22.2 (4.5) years, range 18–23). Before the start of the investigation, the general requirements of the study were described. Participants were told that the purpose of the study was to assess feeling states before and after exercise, but they were not informed about the findings of previous exercise research to minimise demand characteristics. All procedures used in this study had received approval from the Indiana University human subjects committee.

Instrument

State anxiety was assessed by the 20 item state portion of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-Y1) of Spielberger et al. The state portion (SAI) of the inventory consists of 20 item Likert format statements. The STAI has been extensively validated and is the most widely used measure of anxiety in exercise research. The state anxiety of the participants was assessed five minutes before a 60 minute cross training session and immediately, 10, and 60 minutes after the completion of the exercise session.

Exercise prescription
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second session. In the aerobic exercise session, participants completed a 30 minute session of bicycle ergometry at about 70% of minimal heart rate reserve based on their own age predicted maximum exercise heart rate. For the resistance exercise session, participants completed 30 minutes of resistance exercise at 70% of one repetition maximum for each individual exercise. All participants had previously been tested to establish their one repetition maximum for the exercises they would perform during the sessions. Exercises included bench and shoulder press, bicep curls, triceps extensions, leg curls, and extensions. The participants completed 8–10 repetitions of each activity followed by a one minute rest period, completing 6–8 exercises during each exercise session.

Analysis

Data were analysed using three way session by order by time repeated measures (2×2×4) analysis of variance. Analysis for main effects was performed in cases where no significant three way or two way interactions were noted. Post hoc analyses by the Newman-Keuls method were conducted in cases in which the main effects were significant. Additional analysis was performed to calculate the magnitude of the state anxiety responses for the entire sample by the partial ETA squared effect size equation.

RESULTS

The repeated measures analysis of variance failed to show significant main effects for order (F_{1, 14} = 1.40) and session (F_{1, 14} = 1.01); however, a significant (p<0.05) main effect for time (F_{7, 98} = 3.18) was observed. The absence of a main effect for session indicates that the state anxiety responses to the first and second exercise session did not differ significantly. The lack of a main effect for order indicates that the order in which the exercise modes were completed—that is, aerobic-resistance or resistance-aerobic—did not significantly influence state anxiety responses. The SAI scores at baseline for each order were 33.5 (7.9) and 36.05 (8.0), and the scores immediately after the exercise session based on order were 33.5 (6.7) and 34.0 (7.1) for resistance-aerobic and aerobic-resistance respectively. At 10 minutes after exercise, the values were 32.1 (9.0) for resistance-aerobic and 32.0 (6.0) for aerobic-resistance. At 60 minutes after exercise, the SAI values were 30.2 (6.1) and 30.7 (5.9) for resistance-aerobic and aerobic-resistance respectively.

Because of the lack of a main effect for order, a Newman-Keuls post hoc test was conducted on the pooled results to determine at which assessments state anxiety differed from baseline. This analysis showed a significant (p<0.05) reduction 10 and 60 minutes after the cessation of cross training exercise from baseline anxiety scores (fig 1).

Partial ETA squared effect sizes were calculated for all three conditions. The values for the magnitude of these changes was 0.19 for time, 0.09 for condition, and 0.07 for session. The power values for these conditions was 0.69 for time, 0.19 for condition, and 0.16 for session.

DISCUSSION

In this study, significant state anxiety reductions were observed by 10 minutes after a 60 minute session of exercise consisting of equal length segments of aerobic exercise and resistance training. The assessment of state anxiety immediately after exercise was 1 unit below baseline, but this decrement did not achieve significance. However, the values at both 10 and 60 minutes after exercise were both significantly reduced below baseline. This trend is consistent with other work showing that state anxiety reductions can be delayed for several minutes after the cessation of activity.1 11 These results indicate that psychological improvements can occur after a session of cross training with experienced exercisers.

Significant reductions in state anxiety occurred regardless of the exercise order (aerobic-resistance or resistance-aerobic). Because previous research generally indicates that resistance exercise sessions are not associated with reduced state anxiety,1 11 it could be expected that the aerobic-resistance session would not result in a significant state anxiety decrement or that reductions would be delayed after exercise for a longer period of time when the resistance component was completed last. However, these results indicate that combining equal length periods of aerobic and resistance exercise into a single workout results in anxiety reduction that is unaffected by the order of the exercise mode.

The magnitude of the anxiety reduction was about one half of a standard deviation, and this decrement is comparable to that observed in research involving sessions of acute aerobic exercise.1 11 Replication with novice exercisers and with participants who have elevated baseline state anxiety will be necessary to determine if the results generalise to samples with different psychological characteristics, such as the clinically anxious. This study did not examine potential physiological or psychological mechanisms that are responsible for the reduced state anxiety after cross training exercise. It is possible that the anxiolytic effect of the aerobic portion of the cross training was strong enough to result in a reduction in state anxiety, despite potentially neutral or counteracting effects of the resistance training. The factor or factors responsible for psychological improvements after a session of cross training may differ from an exercise session consisting of a single activity, and research will be needed to examine putative underlying mechanisms.

In summary, these results suggest that the combination of 30 minutes of aerobic and resistance exercise in a single session is associated with state anxiety reductions that are comparable in time course and magnitude to previous findings involving only aerobic exercise. Moreover, the state anxiety reduction was not affected by the order of exercise mode. If replicated, the results would indicate that cross training can be effective for those who choose to exercise for mental health benefits.
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Figure 1 State anxiety responses, measured by the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-Y1), over time after cross training sessions. *p<0.05 compared with baseline.
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